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Program Overview

• If you have ever handled a sales tax exam by your state you know how 
aggressive state tax auditors can be.  This program will walk you through 
how sales tax audits are done and do so by comparing and contrasting 
these techniques with IRS examination techniques.  We will review the 
techniques used by the various states and how practitioners can help 
protect their client from the overzealous state auditor.  The program will 
compare the state audit techniques used by the IRS auditors so 
practitioners get a well-rounded review and comparison between the 
two approaches and what they need to know to help their client handle 
and challenge each type of audit.
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Learning Objectives

• Explain both the IRS and state audit selection process

• Identify similarities and differences in the approach to testing for federal 
and state audits

• Describe how the audit process is different from the state testing 
techniques and the federal testing techniques

• Suggested best practicing for reducing likelihood of audits and refuting 
audit assessments
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Disclaimer Regarding States

• While we have represented clients in state tax audits around the 
country, we have the most experience with audits performed by the 
Connecticut Department of Revenue Services (“DRS”).

• Most states that have a sales tax will conduct audits similarly to the DRS 
but this may not always be the case.
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Audit Selection and Topic Overviews
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IRS Income Tax Audit Selection Process

• Generally, the Internal Revenue Services (“IRS”) uses the discrimination 
information system (“DIF”) to assign a score to each return that’s filed. 
The higher a DIF score the more likely a return is to be audited.

• DIF scores are calculated by comparing a return to what the IRS 
considers a “normal” return. The greater the variation from “normal” the 
greater the likelihood of an audit.

• The IRS may sometimes select returns for audits based on other factors, 
but generally this is less likely than in the context of a state sales tax 
audit.
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Sales tax or use tax?

• Before we get in audit techniques, we must address tax types. 

• Both taxes are applied to transactions. 

• Most states apply the sales and use tax to the sale of tangible personal 
property unless the property or the purchaser are exempt

• While states may define sales tax and use tax slightly differently, in 
general, the sales tax is a tax paid by a purchaser and collected by the 
seller, then remitted to the state.

• Sales tax are trust fund taxes so taxpayers are holding property of the 
state and when the tax is not remitted states tend to address the failure 
to remit with draconian measures
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Sales tax or use tax?

• Use tax is generally paid by a purchaser when sales tax would be 
applicable but the retailer failed to or was not required to collect the 
sales tax

• Use tax is becoming less common after Wayfair

• While this presentation uses the term sales tax, generally similar methods 
are used in use tax audits

• Because sales tax is a trust fund tax often “responsible persons” can be 
held personally liable for it

• Clients sometimes put more focus on sales tax audits since money is held 
in trust for the state
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Sales tax or use tax?

• The primary difference is that in some states there’s a colorable 
argument that there is no responsible person liability for use tax

• Note that income tax is always payable by the taxpayer and is not a 
trust fund tax (but withholding tax is a trust fund tax…)

• Pay attention to a state’s reporting method for sales tax, e.g., cash or 
accrual, this can impact if money was truly held in trust
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State Sales Tax Audit Selection Process

• States employ technology similar to the DIF system to select taxpayers for 
sales tax audits. 

• For example, in the case of a relatively small or localized taxpayer (e.g., 
retail store, only one sales tax location) the state would expect total 
receipts on the business income tax return to tie to total sales (before 
exclusions) on the sales tax return. Discrepancies could result in an audit.

• States also select taxpayers for sales tax audits based on what they learn 
in other audits. For example, if during an audit an auditor notices a 
vendor not charging sales tax, that vendor may be selected for audit.
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Audit Selection Process

• One occasionally sees specific targeting of taxpayers both federally and 
at a state level.

• For example, if a client is making huge investments in its infrastructure to 
the extent that it hits the news, a taxing agency may well look at records 
to see if they reflect the changes

• Massive investments in infrastructure often result in use tax obligations, if 
a state tax agency doesn’t see use tax payments, they may initiate and 
audit
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IRS Income Tax Audit vs. State Sales Tax Audit
Similarities and Differences
• Both IRS and states will look to substantiate return data using the 

following sources:

• Bank records

• Accounting records

• Point of sale records

• Credit card company records

• Sampling of cash receipts, if applicable
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IRS Income Tax Audit vs. State Sales Tax Audit
Similarities and Differences
• Both audits MAY look at capital expenditures to determine appropriate 

depreciation and sales tax payments, respectively

• State audits will also look at income tax returns while income tax audits 
are not likely to involve a review of sales tax returns

• Income tax audits tend to be extremely broad in scope and detailed. 
Many records may be needed to substantiate positions taken on returns

• E.g. hobby v business, real estate professional, day trader, etc.

• Sales taxes are generally well defined and as a result, once the taxability 
of a given good or service is established, which is often a fairly easy 
process, only financial records (i.e., sales figures) are relevant…unless
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IRS Income Tax Audit vs. State Sales Tax Audit
Similarities and Differences
• Sales tax audits become more complex in states like Connecticut that 

tax many services. Much time and effort can be spent distinguishing 
what type of services is being sold to determine if sales tax applies.

• For example in Connecticut:

• Professional services are not subject to sales tax

• Consulting services related to “core business” are subject to sales tax

• Some consulting services (e.g., computer and data processing) may be taxable at a 
lower rate than other services

• Audits involving matters such as these tend to require much more evidence related to 
the actual taxability of a good or service
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IRS Income Tax Audit vs. State Sales Tax Audit
Similarities and Differences
• While not strictly the case in either type of audit, sales tax audits tend to 

rely more on sampling than income tax audits which tend to involve a 
review of a complete sets of records

• Sampling can be good for your clients and for auditors, but make sure 
reasonable techniques are used and that “typical” periods are sampled

• For example, reviewing one day’s activities when the audit period 
covers 1200 days is not reasonable
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“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
Before the Audit
• Ben Franklin gave this advice to residents of Philadelphia with regard to 

preventing fires in the city, but the advice is just as applicable to sales 
and use tax

• All too often clients “can’t afford” to speak with their accountant or a 
tax attorney to determine how sales tax applies to their industry, but the 
cost of speaking with a professional for thirty to sixty minutes would be 
relatively inexpensive (less than a thousand dollars) as compared to 
paying back tax that was not collected or remitted (tens of thousands, 
more?)
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“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
Before the Audit
• Similarly, clients hesitate to hire an accountant / bookkeeper to keep up 

with monthly accounting records, but this can leave room for state 
auditors to make bad assumptions and result in costly audit bills

• The audit bills then must be defended by accountants / lawyers which, 
again becomes costly

• Unless a state has an independent appeals body, appeals is likely to side 
with auditors

• I frequently see relatively large sales tax bills as the result of an audit, but 
the bills are not large enough to warrant professional fees to contest the 
audit in court
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So what’s to be done?

• Tell your clients to hire someone with knowledge about the sales tax in 
your state

• This may be you or a tax attorney

• Explain your business to that person

• Find out what is taxable and what is not

• If your business changes, consult with that person

• This usually does not take much time! (i.e., much money)
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So what’s to be done?

• Keep excellent records

• Keep exemption certificates when making 
exempt sales!

• Make sure your sales software can handle a mix 
of taxable and non-taxable items and customers 
(separately!) and calculate tax appropriately

• File your returns timely and ALWAYS remit tax that 
was collected

• Only show sales tax that will be remitted on an 
invoice line item
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So what’s to be done?

• Don’t let your clients go it alone

• Even if your clients do most of their own bookkeeping they should hire 
you or a bookkeeper to go over everything monthly or quarterly

• Just like how you check that wage reports (W-3s / 940s) can be 
reconciled to wage deduction on income tax return, someone should 
be checking that sales reports and income tax returns reconcile to sales 
tax returns

• Bank deposits should match reported sales or tie to the balance sheet

• Differences should be reconciled (out of state sales, etc.) regularly
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“But my clients won’t listen”

• Despite efforts to work with clients throughout the year, classically, clients 
drop off a box of papers (or send over a quickbooks file these days…) 
once a year, you send them their tax returns and a bill, and those are 
the only two interactions all year

• Think about what clients you have that may not have tidy books and 
operate in a space subject to sales tax exposure

• Reach out to those clients and share with them some of what you have 
learned today
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“But my clients won’t listen”

• Failing to prepare for a sales tax 
audit can EASILY result in 
expenses (interest and penalties) 
equal to 10% of a year’s revenue 
for each year in the audit, which 
may get their attention
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When an audit happens

• Be honest with yourself and your client about your knowledge on the 
state’s sales tax, audit practices, and your client’s records

• If you don’t often deal with sales tax, or if this client is involved in a 
complicated area of law, your client should hire tax attorney 
immediately

• When a specialist is brought in by an accountant early in a sales tax 
audit I usually provide the most cost savings for the smallest fee

• An attorney does not replace an accountant
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When an audit happens

• A specialist needs to work with the 
taxpayer’s accountant as the 
accountant generally prepares 
records and is more familiar with 
the business

• A specialist’s time is usually one 
third of an accountant’s if involved 
from the beginning of a sales / use 
tax audit
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When an audit happens

• Often taxpayers bring in a tax attorney after an audit is concluded to 
handle an appeal

• This can be effective in the long run as an attorney can still challenge 
questionable legal claims of the department in an appeal and in 
litigation

• But these same challenges could be raised during an audit and would 
often require less time (i.e., money) to deal with at that phase
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Conducting the audit

• Like in an IRS audit, state sales tax audits typically begin with a notice of 
audit followed by a request for an interview and a list of requested 
documents

• It is a good practice to be present when the auditor meets with your 
client and to  make sure that your client has a good understanding of 
their sales tax practices and procedures before they meet with the 
auditor
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Conducting the audit

• While “the facts are the facts” and requested documents should 
typically be provided to facilitate the audit, it does make sense to do 
some basic comparisons of reports before providing them to the state

• Do total sales figures from income statement and income tax return roughly tie to 
what has been reported on sales tax returns?

• If not, reconcile the difference and consider providing the reconciliation with 
explanation as port of the document request

• Do bank deposits also agree?
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Conducting the audit

• If the auditor will conduct observations or do sampling, make sure both 
are done randomly and that a large enough sample is taken (days 
observed, months / weeks sampled) in comparison to the audit period 
to make the sample statistically significant.

• I have seen auditors try to apply observations from one day of business before the 
audit period to 1200 days of operations during an audit

• There is no statistical significance of such a practice

• Make sure the techniques employed by auditors are at least reasonable, the above 
is not
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Conducting the audit

• Pay attention to deadlines and do not let the taxing authority operate 
outside of statutes

• All too often auditors will sit on a matter for months or even years, then 
give a client a false deadline (e.g., 30 days) to respond to a huge data 
request

• Push back on such behavior!

• At the same time, if an auditor is being responsive and timely, you and 
your client should be too

• Seriously consider the consequences of signing a statute of limitations 
extensions, never sign an open ended extension
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Conducting the audit

• Know when to push back on information requests

• There can be times when an auditor is simply fishing

• Most state tax authorities have broad powers to request documents but if requests 
are not met they usually must be enforced through subpoenas (check local law)

• Sometimes taxing authorities will not issue subpoenas as required by statute, or if 
they are issued, may not enforce them in court

• An attorney should be involved if aggressive audit management techniques will be 
employed
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Remember:

Register for the next two state tax events at 
https://gs-lawfirm.com/state-tax-series/

• Creeping Palm Disease: Residency & 
Domicile Planning & Issues (1/13/23)

• State Tax Planning 101 (2/3/23)
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Questions
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